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Multiplication Flash Cards Help Children Practice
Basic Mathematics Skills
Monika Allen September 04, 2015

Simply Clever Cards have announced the release of an ingenious set of arithmetic
cards that is innovative for this current generation of children.

(Newswire.net -- September 4, 2015) Saratoga, FL -- The multiplication flash cards
provide a positive educational experience that is suited to assist children in practicing their
basic mathematics skills.

The multiplication flash cards offer a learning experience that can improve student’s
memory and comprehension as it relates to arithmetic. According to Simply Clever Cards, the simplest way to get
children more interested in learning is by making it fun. The company also stated that they acknowledged recent
studies which showed that stimulating the pleasure center in the brain while the learning process was being carried out
was a key to success. Additionally this type of engaging learning experience is what can assist in the improvement of
understanding and remembrance of key principles in Mathematics.

This deck of multiplication flash cards was designed for children aged 7 years and older . It can be utilized in the
classroom by teachers as a learning aide. Additionally it can be useful to parents as a homeschooling resource. The
flash cards make learning arithmetic fun and easy. According to Simply Clever Cards, unlike similar products that can
be boring to use, these multiplication flash cards are interactive for children to practice their mathematics. 
Additionally, it can be used to play regular card games such as War, UNO, Crazy Eights, Old Maid, Go Fish and
Memory. This is possible because the deck comes with the normal fifty two cards. However these are numbered from
zero to twelve in four distinct colors with an additional four cards as jokers. This makes the cards a versatile deck able
to offer different avenues for entertainment while enhancing learning.

The multiplication flash cards by Simply Clever Cards  aid students in practicing their basic mathematical skills with the
common core standards of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. The arithmetic cards also enable the user
to enhance skills in number comprehension.  Additionally fractions can be taught in an intuitive and fun way.

The color of the multiplication flash cards lend to a better ease of use. Parents and teachers alike realize that the colors
can also benefit to the contribution of the catching of interest of children in their learning environment. No only are
children’s interest gained but it can be maintained over a sustained period of time allowing for the better
comprehension of arithmetic concepts.

The use of the deck of arithmetic flash cards does not have to be confined to the classroom or homeschooling setting.
These fun cards can also be included as games for the beach, when out camping, and on vacations and sleep-overs.

About Simply Clever Cards

We help you understand boring and difficult topics by playing entertaining games. Our NEXT GENERATION
EDUCATIONAL CARDS ™ combine the benefits of traditional flash cards with ordinary playing cards. Simply Clever
Cards™ staff have 15 years' experience with developing exciting learning approaches online and offline - based on
educational research and tested in many countries, languages and cultures.

Simply Clever Cards

4283 Express Lane
Saratoga, FL 34238
United States
enquiries@simplyclevercards.com
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